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guy leading the Gannett advertising arm of the discredited Beltway rag and its blatantly partisan, pro-Republican, anti-Obama authoritarians is hoping that exposing all of those around him as political moles will just make them want to work for him even more. Even as Gannett put its new ad buy on hold, Hayward’s attack on Mitt Romney was part of a broader ad campaign by Gannett’s client, the

Republican National Committee, to expose Obama and Democrats as “socialists” out to destroy “American values.” Those first ads attacking Obama, which launched just before the 2008 election, were remarkable for their super-hyped claims that Obama was “a secret Muslim” and a “secret socialist” with “deep-seated hatred for the United States.” Gannett followed up that first round of attacks by
hiring Hayward, who had previously written for the similarly discredited, pro-GOP New York Sun. Hayward was the Sun’s White House correspondent at the time he left in 2005, and the Sun was so corrupt that it was run by an Obama supporter, Sulzberger family attorney Keith Uhrich. Hayward went on to write for the Salt Lake Tribune, the Washington Times, and then to Gannett, first as

Washington bureau chief and now as top ad account executive. While working at Gannett, Hayward was a vocal defender of Republican administration policy. When the Obama administration took aim at coal industry practices in an attempt to limit greenhouse gas emissions, Hayward cited a pro-Republican Environmental Protection Agency report in claiming that “these jobs are not going to come
back,” and called for the agency to be given more power to regulate greenhouse gas emissions from power plants. Hayward was so strongly opposed to environmental regulations that he once told a group of coal industry employees, “Those environmentalists hate your fucking guts. They 82157476af
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